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Experimental quest for the hypothetial \quantum spin liquid (QSL)" state reently met several promising

andidate materials on geometrially frustrated latties suh as triangular and kagome latties. Its

�rst realization might be the nulear spins in the seond-layer solid

3

He adsorbed on graphite, whih

an be viered as the s = 1=2 Heisenberg triangular-lattie system possessing a onsiderable amount of

multiple spin exhange. A gapless QSL behavior aompanied by the temperture (T )-linear spei� heat

was observed there. More reently, similar gapless QSL behaviors are observed in several frustrated

antiferromagnets inluding the triangular organi salts �-(ET)

2

Cu

2

(CN)

3

and EtMe

3

Sb[Pd(dmit)

2

℄

2

,

and the kagome herbersmithite CuZn

3

(OH)

6

Cl

2

. We have argued that these ompounds might ontain

signi�ant amount of (e�etive) randomness or inhomogeneity, and this randomness or inhomogeneity

might be essential in realizing the experimentally observed QSL behaviors. The origin of the e�etive

randomness or inhomogeneity ould be of variety: the disordered arrangement of

3

He atomes in 2D

3

He,

the freezing of the harge (dieletri) degrees of freedom in triangular organi salts, and the Zn

2+

/Cu

2+

intersite disorder in herbertsmithite. We model these magnets by the random-bond s=1/2 Heisenberg

model on geometrially frustrated 2D latties, e.g., the triangular lattie, numerially ompute various

physial quantities by the exat-diagonalization method, and demonstrate that, when the randomness

exeeds a ritial value, the model generially exhibits a randomness-indued gapless QSL-like state, a

\random-singlet state". The results seem to provide a onsistent explanation of the reent experimental

observations on 2D

3

He and organi salts.
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